Potential biomarkers for Turner in maternal plasma: possibility for noninvasive prenatal diagnosis.
Turner syndrome (TS) is the most common sex chromosome abnormality in females, caused by the complete or partial absence of one X chromosome. To identify biomarkers for TS, we compared the protein composition of maternal plasma samples from pregnant women with normal and TS fetuses, using a proteomic approach consisting of 2D-E separation and MS analysis for the identification of the differentially expressed proteins. Samples were routinely obtained in the second trimester of pregnancy, stored, and used after prenatal determination of the fetal karyotype. Nine proteins (C1S, CO3, CLUS, AFAM, HABP2, IGHA1, HPT, SHBG, and CD5L) were significantly increased in the plasma of women carrying TS fetuses, whereas KNG1, IGJ, and TTHY were decreased. Identified proteins were further evaluated by immunoblot analysis while functional network association was carried out to asses significance. The identification of specific biomarkers may facilitate the development of noninvasive prenatal diagnosis and improve our understanding of the pathology of TS. Nevertheless, testing a larger cohort of pregnant women is necessary to evaluate the relevance of the reported findings.